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Abstract Reintroductions are a common approach for
preserving intraspecific biodiversity in fragmented landscapes. However, they may exacerbate the reduction in
genetic diversity initially caused by population fragmentation because the effective population size of reintroduced
populations is often smaller and reintroduced populations
also tend to be more geographically isolated than native
populations. Mixing genetically divergent sources for
reintroduction purposes is a practice intended to increase
genetic diversity. We documented the outcome of reintroductions from three mixed sources on the ancestral composition and genetic variation of a North American fish, the
slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus). We used microsatellite
markers to evaluate allelic richness and heterozygosity in
the reintroduced populations relative to computer simulated expectations. Sculpins in reintroduced populations
exhibited higher levels of heterozygosity and allelic richness than any single source, but only slightly higher than
the single most genetically diverse source population.
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Simulations intended to mimic an ideal scenario for maximizing genetic variation in the reintroduced populations
also predicted increases, but they were only moderately
greater than the most variable source population. We found
that a single source contributed more than the other two
sources at most reintroduction sites. We urge caution when
choosing whether to mix source populations in reintroduction programs. Genetic characteristics of candidate
source populations should be evaluated prior to reintroduction if feasible. When combined with knowledge of the
degree of genetic distinction among sources, simulations
may allow the genetic diversity benefits of mixing populations to be weighed against the risks of outbreeding
depression in reintroduced and nearby populations.
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Introduction
Reintroductions that attempt to re-establish a species within
its historical range (IUCN 1998) are a common approach for
preserving intraspecific biodiversity in fragmented landscapes (Fischer and Lindenmayer 2000; Seddon et al.
2007). However, reintroduced populations are generally
smaller and more isolated than native populations. Reintroductions may therefore exacerbate the genetic erosion
initially caused by population fragmentation by reducing
the effective population size (Lande and Barrowclough
1987) of both the source and reintroduced populations
(Griffith et al. 1989; Wolf et al. 1996). Several studies have
documented significant reductions in the genetic variability
of reintroduced populations relative to their source
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(Fitzsimmons et al. 1997; Mock et al. 2004). Reduced
genetic variation may decrease evolutionary potential,
reduce ability to fight off disease, and increase other
harmful effects of inbreeding (Keller and Waller 2002).
A reintroduction method employed to increase genetic
variability is to mix genetically divergent source populations (Tallmon et al. 2004; McClelland and Naish 2007). In
addition to helping avoid the negative effects of inbreeding, intraspecific hybridization is thought to impart a high
degree of adaptive potential for the novel ecological situations that often occur at reintroduction sites (Lesica and
Allendorf 1999; Jones 2003). However, there are at least
two potential disadvantages associated with mixed sources.
First, hybridization between genetically disparate individuals may result in a decline in fitness of the offspring,
referred to as outbreeding depression (Edmands 2007;
McClelland and Naish 2007). Mechanisms implicated in
outbreeding depression may be ‘‘intrinsic,’’ due to the
breakdown of co-adapted gene complexes in hybrid progeny that result in the loss of adaptive traits that significantly
affect survival (Templeton et al. 1986). Whereas ‘‘extrinsic’’ mechanisms for outbreeding depression occur when
each parent is locally adapted to different ecological conditions; the offspring may have an intermediate phenotype,
rendering them less fit in either parental environment.
Second, mixing source populations may disrupt the genetic
distinctiveness of populations (Moritz 1999; Jones 2003).
Preserving the intraspecific variation present across a species’ range is widely accepted as a critical conservation
priority, and the loss of genetically distinct populations is
considered by some to be as significant as the loss of entire
species (Ehrlich 1988; Foster et al. 2003). From a restoration standpoint, preserving genetic distinctiveness is
desirable to protect the ecological and genetic processes in
neighboring communities and in remnant conspecific
populations that may be influenced by gene flow from the
reintroduced population.
There is a troubling decline of indigenous freshwater
fish populations in North America (Miller et al. 1989;
Minckley and Deacon 1991; Jelks et al. 2008) and reintroductions have been included as part of more than 80% of
the recovery plans for threatened and endangered species
and continue to be important (Williams et al. 1988; George
et al. 2009). Although most endangered and rare species
exist as small, isolated populations (Holsinger and Gottlieb
1989), populations of common species are becoming
fragmented and isolated as well. The loss of genetic
diversity within species that have small, fragmented populations due to habitat destruction is a major concern in
species conservation (Lande 1988, 1998). Our study
organism, the slimy sculpin (Cottus cognatus), tends to be
locally abundant (Bond 1963; Petrosky and Waters 1975),
but is a relatively poor disperser (Schmetterling and Adams
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2004). Contrary to the biased view of rare species extirpation as a result of habitat destruction, abundant species
can be among the first to be locally extirpated. Although
common species tend to be superior competitors in a given
habitat, they may be vulnerable because of poor dispersal
abilities (Tilman et al. 1997). Furthermore, common species have been shown to be at least as susceptible to the
genetic consequences of habitat fragmentation as rare
species (Honnay and Jacquemyn 2007).
It is important to assess founder effects of reintroduction
practices on genetic variation and evaluate alternatives that
could alleviate undesired consequences, yet there are relatively few studies of the effects of reintroductions on
genetic diversity or the number and identity of founders
that contributed to newly established populations (Latch
and Rhodes 2005). Our study documents the ancestral
composition and genetic variation resulting from mixedsource reintroductions of slimy sculpin at nine distinct
stream sites that are in close geographic proximity. We
completed genetic analyses from the source and reintroduced populations using eight microsatellite loci to achieve
three objectives: (1) to compare the levels of heterozygosity and allelic richness relative to modeled expectations;
(2) to quantify the proportional source ancestry of the
populations, as well as the ancestry of individual fish, and
compare these to the originally stocked proportions; and
(3) to characterize the genetic relationships of the reintroduced populations relative to the source populations.
Because a number of isolated and easily sampled populations were available, this reintroduction program provided
a unique opportunity to understand post-reintroduction
processes and evaluate options for future reintroductions
that may improve conservation practices for native fishes.

Methods
Study organism
The slimy sculpin is a small (\130 mm), cryptic, freshwater
fish that occupies benthic habitats in lakes, rivers, and small
streams. The range of slimy sculpin extends from Virginia,
USA to Labrador in eastern Canada and northwest across
Canada to eastern Siberia (Scott and Crossman 1979). Cottus
spp. are often locally abundant and are frequently a prominent constituent of ecosystems suited to trout and other coldwater fish (Petrosky and Waters 1975; Goyke and Hershey
1992). Slimy sculpins in the study region spawn once per
year during the early spring beginning at age II, or rarely at
age I, and may live up to 6 years, although few are greater
than age III (Petrosky and Waters 1975).
Slimy sculpin populations in southeastern Minnesota
occur at the warmer southern limits of their range. They are
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limited by sparse thermal habitat in the small reaches of
stream near cold perennial groundwater inputs. As a result,
these populations are isolated from other populations
making them potentially susceptible to local extinction
through risks, such as catastrophic events or inbreeding
depression as demonstrated in other animal populations
(Saccheri et al. 1998; Bailey et al. 2007). Anthropogenically triggered shifts in hydrologic regimes could cause
slimy sculpins, which require a constant source of cold
water, to disappear or struggle to survive at the peripheries
of their range where thermal clines are of great consequence (Meisner 1990a; Magnuson and Destasio 1997).
Study area and reintroduction project
The study area (Fig. 1) is located in the Driftless Region of
southeast Minnesota, USA. This region is characterized by
steep-sided ridges, caves, limestone and sandstone bluffs,
sinkholes, and 5,800 km of spring creeks fed by limestone
and sandstone aquifers that eventually drain into the Mississippi River (Tester and Keirstead 1995). The area
remained free of ice during the most recent glacial maxima,
despite the expansion of the Laurentide ice sheet much
farther to the south (Holliday et al. 2002).
Prior to major settlement by European immigrants
beginning in 1850, nearly all of the spring-fed streams in
the region held trout and presumably slimy sculpins. In
subsequent years, slimy sculpin and other cold-water fish
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abundance declined because of overexploitation and
severe habitat degradation (Waters 1977; Leopold and
Sewell 2001). Since the 1940s, the Minnesota Department
of Natural Resources (MNDNR) and other organizations
have completed hundreds of in-stream and watershed
improvement projects. These projects stabilized eroding
banks, narrowed streams to increase velocity and depth,
improved instream substrates, increased fish cover, and
increased riparian tree abundance to help maintain cool
water temperatures (Waters 1977; Thorn et al. 1997;
MNDNR 2003).
In locations where the habitat has been restored sufficiently, MNDNR personnel recently reintroduced slimy
sculpins. The goal was to reestablish viable, self-sustaining
populations where native populations were likely present
historically, but were extirpated. Beginning in 2003, nine
streams in the study area (Table 1; Fig. 1) were stocked
with a mixture of sculpins from three source streams. The
source streams are small tributaries within separate subdrainages that enter the Mississippi River along approximately 40 river kilometers. Stocked fish were randomly
selected from each of the source streams for translocation,
but young-of-the-year fish were generally avoided. Prior to
stocking each year, sculpins were collected from the source
streams and subsequently examined by MNDNR fish
pathology lab personnel for evidence of diseases to verify
that translocated sculpins would not transmit pathogens to
fish living in recipient streams.

Fig. 1 Source (filled circle) and
recipient (filled triangle) sites in
southeast Minnesota. The
Driftless Region where study
sites are located is shown in the
inset superimposed on a map of
the United States and indicated
by the cross-hatched area
covering portions of Minnesota,
Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois
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Table 1 Stocking history for slimy sculpin reintroductions and observed and potential genetic diversity
Stocking history for slimy sculpin reintroductionsa Observed and potential genetic diversityb
Population

2003

2004

2005

n

Overall FIS HE

HO

Simulated H Richness Simulated
richness

Cold Spring Brook (s)

91

-0.05

0.26 0.27

–

2.2

–

Garvin Brook (s)

98

-0.01

0.52 0.53

–

4.1

–

Beaver Creek (s)
Latsch Creek (r)

–

150 (75B, 75G)

150

100
149

-0.02
0.00

0.58 0.60
0.61 0.61

–
0.67

5.9
5.8

–
7.1

Sugar Loaf Creek (r)

–

150 (75B, 75G)

150

168

-0.03

0.67 0.68

0.68

5.9

7.1
7.1

Klaire Creek (r)

–

160 (76B, 84G)

150

117

-0.04

0.68 0.70

0.67

6.2

150

155 (80B, 75G)

150

150

0.05

0.68 0.65

0.69

6.3

7.2

Rock Creek (r)

–

149 (75B, 74G)

150

135

0.02

0.66 0.65

0.68

6.4

7.1

Trout Brook (r)

150

140 (76B, 64G)

150

172

0.00

0.68 0.68

0.69

6.5

7.2

Gilbert Creek (r)

150

165 (70B, 75G, 20C)

150

183

-0.02

0.68 0.70

0.70

6.7

7.2

Hay Creek (r)

Little Pickwick (r)

–

–

150

190

0.06

0.70 0.67

0.70

7.0

7.2

Pickwick Creek (r)

–

–

150

92

-0.02

0.70 0.70

0.70

7.2

7.2

a

Total number of individual fish stocked from Beaver Creek (B), Garvin Brook (G) and Cold Spring Brook (C) from 2003 to 2005. In 2003 and
2005, 50 fish were stocked from each source. In 2004, few sculpins were stocked from Cold Spring Brook; the number from each source is in
parentheses

b

This is across eight microsatellite loci for source (s) and reintroduced (r) populations. Sample sizes (n) and mean values across all loci for the
overall inbreeding coefficient (FIS), expected (HE) and observed (HO) heterozygosity, simulated heterozygosity, allelic richness and simulated
allelic richness. Populations are sorted from lowest to highest richness

Sampling
Sampling for the genetic analysis was conducted in autumn
2007 at all source and recipient sites except Pickwick
Creek, which was sampled in autumn 2008. Fish were
collected using a WisconsinTM Abp-3 pulsed DC backpack
electrofisher with power output settings adjusted to minimize negative effects on the reintroduced fish (Cowx and
Lamarque 1990). Each fish was lightly anesthetized using
tricaine methanosulfate (Summerfelt and Smith 1990),
weighed, and measured for standard length. A small
amount of tissue was clipped from the left pelvic fin of
each fish and preserved in 95% ethanol for genetic analysis.
After processing, fish were returned to a recovery bucket
with fresh water and eventually returned to the stream.
None of the originally stocked fish were resampled in this
dataset because all reintroduced fish were marked with a fin
clip upon their release and none was recaptured.
DNA extraction and amplification
We used eight microsatellite loci developed for other
Cottus species that resolved genetic variation in C. cognatus: Cgo18, Cgo42, Cgo310, and Cgo1033 (Englbrecht
et al. 1999); Cott290, Cott686, and CottES1 (Nolte et al.
2005b); and Cba14 (Fiumera et al. 2002). We prepared
samples for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification
using a simple DNA extraction procedure. A small sliver of
fin tissue (approximately 1 mm2) was placed in a 1.5 ml
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tube with 250 ml of a 5% solution of a chelating resin
(ChelexÒ, Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO). Samples were
incubated overnight in a 56°C water bath and boiled 8 min.
Microsatellite amplification was performed in 15 ll reactions containing 19 polymerase buffer (10 mM Tris–HCl,
50 mM KCl, 0.1% TritonÒ X-100), 1.5 mM MgCl2,
0.2 mM each dNTP, 0.5 lM of the forward and reverse
primers, with the forward primer labeled with a fluorescent
dye 6FAM, VIC, NED or PET, and 0.5 units Taq DNA
polymerase (Promega, Madison, WI). Loci were combined
into three multiplexed reactions: Cba14, CottES1, Cott290
and Cott686; Cgo18 and Cgo310; and Cgo42 and
Cgo1033. Each set of samples included a water blank as a
negative control to detect possible contamination of PCR
solutions. Amplification was carried out in a thermocycler
(Hybaid Omn-E, Thermo-Hybaid U.S., Franklin, MA) with
35 cycles at the following temperature profile: 95°C for
30 s, 50°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min; followed by a
20 min extension at 72°C. We submitted PCR products to
the Biomedical Genomics Center (University of Minnesota, St. Paul) for electrophoresis on an ABI Prism 3130xl
Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA).
We scored alleles using the software program GENOTYPER 2.5 (Applied Biosystems 2001).
Genetic diversity analysis
We evaluated several aspects of the genetic diversity
within each sample, including allelic richness, the
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inbreeding coefficient (FIS), which measures the degree of
inbreeding due to the mating system, and the observed
(HO) and expected (HE) heterozygosities. Allelic richness,
a measure of allele counts adjusted to a common sample
size, was calculated using rarefaction techniques in HPRare (Kalinowski 2005). F-statistics were calculated and
conformance with Hardy–Weinberg expectations was tested for each locus in each sample using the exact test (Guo
and Thompson 1992), as implemented in GENEPOP v4.0.4
(Raymond and Rousset 1995) using 10,000 dememorizations, 20 batches, and 500 iterations per batch. GENEPOP
was also used to test for linkage disequilibrium between
pairs of loci. Significance values for both tests were
adjusted using sequential Bonferroni procedures (Rice
1989). Data from the three source populations were evaluated in MICROCHECKER v2.2.3 to detect evidence of
null alleles or scoring errors due to large allele drop-out
(Van Oosterhout et al. 2004).
We modeled the genetic diversity that the reintroduced
populations might obtain after one generation, assuming
random mating and equal reproductive success, using a
computer program written as function scripts implemented
in the R language (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996). Allele
frequencies at each of the eight microsatellite loci were
calculated using baseline data from the three source populations. Alleles were then chosen randomly for each locus
in proportion to their occurrence in the source populations
to artificially generate multilocus genotypes for the total
number of diploid individuals that were stocked at a given
site from each source population (Table 1). These individuals were pooled and a 1:1 ratio of males to females was
designated randomly in this population. A male and a
female were randomly drawn without replacement and
haploid gametes were then extracted by randomly selecting
one of the two copies at each locus. Each artificial ‘‘sperm’’
and ‘‘egg’’ was combined randomly until enough offspring
were created to replace all of the parents. The family size
of each pairing was chosen randomly from a Poisson distribution with a mean of two. Fifty of these offspring were
randomly chosen and used to quantify allelic richness and
heterozygosity values to simulate the rarefaction method
used to calculate genetic variation statistics from our actual
data. This entire process was looped 500 times for each
reintroduced population to produce means and error estimates. These function scripts may be obtained from the
senior author upon request.
Ancestry analysis
The contribution of each source population to the recipient populations was estimated using the Bayesian
clustering algorithm implemented in the program
STRUCTURE (V. 2.2.3; Pritchard et al. 2000; also refer
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to http://pritch.bsd.uchicago.edu). The number of populations (K) was set to 3, the known number of genetically
distinct source populations, with an admixture model and
correlated allele frequencies. The program was run with a
50,000 burn-in period followed by 100,000 Monte Carlo
simulations. Baseline individuals were included in the
runs without population identification to assist resolution
of genetically differentiated clusters and determine the
ability of STRUCTURE to correctly determine the
ancestry of known fish. The contribution of each source
population was estimated by the proportion of membership assigned to each of the K populations across all
individuals in a recipient site sample, and using the
known baseline fish to determine the correspondence of
the STRUCTURE-determined populations and the known
sources. Expected overall ancestry values were the proportions of each source population stocked at the recipient
sites.
We also determined ancestry for individual fish and
categorized them into nine crosstypes: pure strain (Beaver,
Garvin, and Cold Spring), F1 generation hybrids
(Beaver 9 Garvin, Beaver 9 Cold Spring, Cold Spring 9
Garvin) and advanced generation crosses, which include F2
hybrids and back-crosses (Beaver 9 Garvin, Beaver 9
Cold Spring, Beaver 9 Garvin 9 Cold Spring, Garvin 9
Cold Spring). Because reintroduced populations were
sampled within a few years of stocking, the software
NewHybrids (Anderson and Thompson 2002) was used to
classify individual fish according to pure strain or hybrid
categories assuming that only first- or second-generation
descendents of founders were present. Individual classification required a two-step process because NewHybrids
allows only two parental populations. First, for each source
population individuals were removed from the dataset if
STRUCTURE indicated they had a low probability of
ancestry (\0.125 for populations with second generation
descendents and \0.25 for Pickwick and Little Pickwick
sites, that only had first generation descendents) from that
source. If all three sources contributed ancestry, the individual was classified as B 9 G 9 C and not included in a
NewHybrids dataset. Then, for each dataset containing fish
from only two source populations, the probability that each
fish was either from one source or a hybrid cross (F1, F2 or
backcross) was determined using NewHybrids. Baseline
individuals from the two appropriate sources were included
in the analyses. Each run had a 50,000 burn-in period
followed by 150,000 simulations, using the Jeffreys prior
option for allele frequencies and mixing proportions. Runs
were repeated using different seeds to verify that consistent
solutions were found. Individuals were classified into a
parental or hybrid category if their probability of membership was greater than or equal to 0.70; otherwise the
specific classification of the individual was considered
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Results

Simulated

Observed

0.8

Heterozygosity

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

8

Allelic Richness

6

4

2

L. Pickwick Cr

Pickwick Cr

Trout Brook

Gilbert Creek

Rock Creek

Klaire Creek

Hay Creek

Latsch Creek

* * *

Sugarloaf Cr

Garvin Brook

Beaver Creek

0

Cold Spring Br

uncertain. Because second-generation hybrids were difficult to distinguish, probabilities of membership to the F2
and backcross categories were combined into one category
called ‘‘advanced-generation mixtures.’’
Expected cross type proportions were estimated using a
multinomial distribution based on the proportions of each
strain that were stocked assuming equal survival and
reproduction with individual replacement (i.e. no population growth in proceeding generations) for two generations
beyond stocking. The first generation only consisted of
pure strain and F1 hybrids and the second generation
included the advanced-generation mixtures in addition to
the first generation crosstypes. Expected proportions were
based on equal numbers of individuals from both generations. The two Pickwick sites only included first generation
crosstypes in the expected estimate because of the timing
of stocking relative to sampling. Statistical assessment of
the difference between expected and observed values for
each category were made using the Median test (Zar 1999),
a version of the Kruskal–Wallis ANOVA that frames the
computation in terms of a contingency table.
We used transformed fixation index (FST) estimates
(-ln [FST - 1]) (Reynolds et al. 1983) among pairs of
reintroduced and source populations to generate a cluster
dendrogram using the flexible-b algorithm with b = -0.7
implemented in PC-ORD (Legendre and Legendre 1998;
McCune and Mefford 1999).
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Fig. 2 Least-squares mean observed and simulated potential heterozygosity and allelic richness across eight microsatellite loci. Source
populations, indicated with an asterisk, do not have simulated values.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals about the least-squares
site-based error component (Weisberg 2005)

Genetic diversity
No source population deviated from Hardy–Weinberg
Equilibrium (HWE) at any locus, and MICROCHECKER
provided no evidence for null alleles or allele drop-out. In
contrast, all reintroduced populations showed significant
deviation from HWE (heterozygote excess or deficiency) at
one or more loci (Table S1—supplementary material).
Inbreeding coefficients (FIS) ranged from -0.25 to 0.25
across all loci, but there were no clear patterns in heterozygote excesses or deficits among reintroduced populations. Overall FIS values at the source streams (Table 1)
were all slightly negative.
There were significant differences among the populations
in both HO (ANOVA; main effects: population, locus; F(11,
77) = 7.62, P  0.001) and allelic richness (ANOVA;
main effects: population, locus; F(11, 77) = 10.94,
P  0.001) (Fig. 2). Allelic richness (Table S1—supplementary material) among loci ranged from 1.0 to 15.1, and
was higher for the reintroduced populations (mean = 6.4)
than for the source populations (mean = 4.1). Of the source
sites, Cold Spring had the lowest heterozygosity and allelic
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richness, whereas Beaver had the highest (Table 1). Overall,
heterozygosity and allelic richness at the reintroduction sites
was only slightly higher than for the Beaver source population (Fig. 2). Simulated HO was generally similar to HO in the
reintroduction populations, while simulated allelic richness
was higher than all nine reintroduced populations (Table 1).
Patterns of ancestry
Overall ancestry determined using STRUCTURE (Table 2;
Fig. S1—supplementary material) indicated that a higher
than expected proportion of ancestry from the Beaver
population occurred in all but one of the reintroduction
sites. Cold Spring and Garvin ancestry generally occurred
in lower proportions than expected, but each considerably
exceeded expectations in a few locations. For example,
Cold Spring ancestry was 17% greater than expected at the
Hay Creek reintroduction site and Garvin ancestry was 14
and 11% greater at Pickwick Creek and Rock Creek reintroduction sites, respectively. These large deviations were
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Table 2 Observed versus expected average proportions of source ancestry in each of the recipient streams
Population

BEXP

BOBS

O-E

COBS

CEXP

O-E

GOBS

GEXP

O-E

Latsch Creek

73

42

?31

4

17

-12

23

42

-19

Sugar Loaf Creek

61

42

?20

10

17

-7

29

42

-13

Gilbert Creek

55

36

?19

20

26

-6

25

37

-13

Little Pickwick Creek

51

33

?18

15

33

-18

34

33

?1

Trout Brook

56

40

?15

27

22

?5

17

37

-21

Klaire Creek

53

40

?13

13

17

-4

34

43

-9

Pickwick Creek

44

33

?11

8

33

-25

47

33

?14

Rock Creek

44

42

?2

4

17

-13

52

41

?11

Hay Creek

32

39

-8

39

22

?17

29

38

-10

Overall

52

39

?14

16

23

-7

32

39

-6

Observed values are based on results from STRUCTURE ancestry assignment. Expected ancestry assumes an equal contribution from each
source that is proportional to the number of individuals from each source population that were stocked in a given reintroduction site (see
Table 1). Populations are sorted from highest to lowest proportion of Beaver Creek ancestry. Table values are percentages
The third column in each group (O - E) is the expected subtracted from the observed ancestry for each population
B Beaver Creek, G Garvin Brook, C Cold Spring Brook

apparent even though bias tended to equalize ancestry
estimates among sources. The known source samples
analyzed using STRUCTURE each had 2–4% assignment
error (ancestry was assigned to one of the other two
sources). Because these errors were approximately symmetrical among sources, ancestry estimates were biased
toward less prevalent ancestry, such as Cold Spring.
Indeed, at Latsch Creek and Rock Creek reintroduction
sites overall estimates indicated 4% Cold Spring ancestry,
but no individuals appeared to be Cold Spring descendants
based on low levels of assignment to Cold Spring ancestry
and a lack of Cold Spring specific alleles.

Individual ancestry analysis (Table 3; Fig. 3) revealed
that there were more sculpins of pure Beaver ancestry at
the reintroduction sites (mean = 27%) than any other cross
type. The number of Beaver individuals was significantly
greater than expected based on the number that were
stocked (Median test; median = 0.111, v2 = 14.40,
P = 0.0001), while Cold Spring (Median test; median = 0.014, v2 = 3.60, P = 0.0578) and Garvin 9 Cold
Spring advanced-generation mixtures (Median test; median = 0.216, v2 = 5.56, P = 0.0184) occurred at significantly lower frequencies than expected. Garvin pure strain
fish were on average less abundant than Beaver

Table 3 Individual ancestry by cross type at reintroduction sites
Population

B

Latsch Creek
Pickwick Creek
Sugar Loaf Creek

F1:
B9G

F1:
B9C

F1:
G9C

Adv:
B9G

Adv:
B9C

Adv:
B9G9C

Adv:
G9C

U

G

C

54

1

0

4

0

0

22

0

0

0

37

13

1

34

13

3

0

0

0

0

0

35

2

1

4

9

0

37

0

0

0

12

19

Klaire Creek

28

3

0

3

0

14

21

2

10

0

19

Gilbert Creek

23

1

1

16

2

0

4

17

15

4

18

Little Pickwick Cr.

21

20

3

32

15

8

0

0

0

0

0

Rock Creek
Trout Brook

19
17

25
3

0
1

19
8

0
1

0
0

14
3

0
42

0
18

0
1

23
7

Hay Creek
Mean

5

5

4

1

1

0

1

22

26

28

9

27

8

1

13

4

3

11

9

8

4

12

Populations are sorted from highest to lowest proportion of Beaver Creek ancestry. ‘‘Adv’’ designates a combination of advanced generation
mixtures including F2 hybrids and both back-crosses. Unknown values are due to low probability of assignment to any crosstype. Pickwick and
Little Pickwick sites had no advanced crosstypes because of the recent timing of stocking. Table values are percentages of individuals per
crosstype
B Beaver Creek, G Garvin Brook, C Cold Spring Brook, U unknown
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Fig. 3 Persistence of sculpin crosstypes at recipient sites (B Beaver
Creek, G Garvin Brook, C Cold Spring Brook). Bars indicate the mean
number of individuals. Black bars indicate pure strain individuals; grey
bars indicate F1 generation hybrid individuals; white bars indicate
advanced generation mixtures such as F2 or back-cross individuals.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals about the mean

(mean = 8%) and there were relatively few fish of pure
Cold Spring ancestry (mean = 1%). Beaver 9 Garvin was
the most abundant F1-hybrid type (mean = 13%) and
Beaver 9 Cold Spring and Garvin 9 Cold Spring were
similar in abundance (mean = 3–4%). All of the advanced
generation mixtures accounted for a total of 32% of the fish
and 12% of the fish were of uncertain origin. Although fish
of pure strain Cold Spring ancestry were rare at the reintroduction sites, overall Cold Spring ancestry was represented in roughly the same proportion as Garvin ancestry
(Table 2) because F1 and advanced generation mixtures
that contained Cold Spring ancestry were abundant.

Fig. 4 Summary of genetic divergence among populations derived
from agglomerative cluster analysis, using flexible beta linkage, of
transformed pairwise FST estimates (i.e. -ln [FST - 1]) based on
eight microsatellite loci. Branch lengths are proportional to the degree
of divergence among populations and are indicated by the FST
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Errors in assigning individual crosstypes may have
occurred at two occasions, when the dataset was reduced to
include only two source ancestries at a time and when the
remaining individuals were classified into crosstypes.
Simulated genotypes run in Structure indicated low rates of
erroneous inclusion (\1%) in reduced two-ancestry datasets for all crosstypes except advanced generation crosstypes involving all three ancestries. F1, F2 and advanced
generation crosstypes involving only two ancestries were
incorrectly designated as advanced Beaver 9 Garvin 9
Cold Spring at rates of 0.1–5% while 11–15% of simulated
advanced Beaver 9 Garvin 9 Cold Spring were incorrectly included in reduced two-ancestry datasets. Simulations for each pair of sources (Beaver and Garvin, Beaver
and Cold Spring, Garvin and Cold Spring) in NewHybrids
estimated error rates of 0–6% for Beaver, Garvin, Cold
Spring and F1 crosstypes; all errors assigned to advanced
generation crosstypes. For advanced generation crosstypes,
1–4% of G 9 C and 4–12% of Beaver 9 Garvin and
Beaver 9 Cold Spring assigned to Beaver, Garvin, Cold
Spring or F1.
Pairwise FST values indicate substantial genetic differentiation among the three source populations (Garvin vs.
Cold Spring, FST = 0.56; Beaver vs. Cold Spring, FST =
0.48; Beaver vs. Garvin, FST = 0.32). A dendrogram,
generated from pairwise FST estimates, indicated distinct
divisions that corresponded with the three source populations (Fig. 4). The reintroduced populations all clustered
with Beaver and were relatively similar, although FST
estimates among all pairwise comparisons were significant
(P \ 0.05).

distance scale bar. ‘‘Percent Information Remaining’’ indicates the
among-group variance explained as agglomeratin proceeds (McCune
et al. 2002). Source populations are italicized and indicated with an
asterisk
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Discussion
Reintroductions and genetic diversity
The few reports that describe levels of genetic diversity in
slimy sculpin populations (Zimmerman and Wooten 1981;
Strauss 1986) indicate that it generally tends to be low.
This is presumably the result of isolation, small population
sizes, and low vagility, among other potential causes
(Fiumera et al. 2002). Genetic diversity potentially affects
a variety of population and community processes. Our
understanding of its effects depends on the relationship
between measured variation in putatively neutral markers
and the magnitude of variation in phenotypic traits. In
some cases, phenotypic characteristics within populations
that correspond to ecologically relevant traits and neutral
genetic variation are correlated (Reed and Frankham 2001).
More genetically diverse mixtures of reintroduced animals
will have a higher probability of including a genotype that
is more productive in a novel environment, such as a
reintroduction site (Barrett and Schluter 2008). Mixedsource reintroductions in our study, however, resulted in
mean heterozygosity and allelic richness levels across all
sites that were only slightly higher than those found at the
Beaver source site. Simulated heterozygosities were comparable to the observed values, whereas simulated allelic
richness values were only moderately higher (mean =
?12%). Our expectation was that simulated values would
be much higher than the observed values because our
simulations were designed to mimic ideal circumstances
for high genetic variation: equal survival, random mate
choice and reproductive success, and measurement of
genetic variation in the first generation after stocking. Our
simulations also indicated that, at best, we would only
expect a moderate increase in heterozygosity and allelic
richness beyond levels in Beaver, the highest diversity
source population. A similar result was reported for reintroductions using the ibex, Capra ibex as a model species
(Maudet et al. 2002). The fact that observed diversity levels
are as high as they are is a bit surprising because some
combination of differential fitness, assortative mating, or
other factors led to asymmetrical ancestral proportions that
favored the Beaver strain. Enhanced diversity came especially from the relatively abundant admixed individuals at
some sites. Although Garvin and Cold Spring populations
had lower diversity overall, they had multiple unique
alleles. Interpopulation crosses would have increased
allelic richness and produced more heterozygotes compared with the Beaver population alone.
The two sites stocked most recently, Pickwick Creek
and Little Pickwick Creek, had the highest allelic richness.
A reasonable explanation is that these populations, with
only first-generation descendents of stocked fish, lost fewer
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rare alleles due to drift. The other populations with secondgeneration descendents would have been susceptible to
additional drift losses. After a few generations, the
decrease in allelic richness should slow as there are fewer
rare alleles left to be lost (Nei et al. 1975). Except for
higher richness in the Pickwick populations, there were no
other strong trends in genetic diversity measures versus the
number of successive stocking events.
Although all of the reintroduced populations indicated
significant deviations from HWE, the lack of a clear pattern
across markers and sites in heterozygote deficiency or
excess is likely due to the complexity of effects that are
interacting at the sites. For example, heterozygote excesses
could arise from disassortative mating among strains or
differences in allele frequencies among males and females
in populations with small effective size (Allendorf and
Luikart 2007). Heterozygote deficits could arise from
within-strain mate choice or demic structure that corresponds to ancestral origins because of heritable differences
among stocks in characteristics, such as habitat preference
for spawning and timing of spawning (Ryman et al. 1979).
Furthermore, selection acting on homozygous or heterozygous genotypes associated with strain crosses could also
cause excess or deficits. Although departures from HWE
are difficult to explain, they may suggest strain differences
in mating systems, behavior, and survival and therefore
warrant further investigation. Many microsatellite loci
deviated from HWE in the reintroduced populations,
whereas there were no significant deviations from HWE in
the source populations. These deviations from HWE up to
two generations after reintroduction suggest barriers to
admixture, as HWE should be achieved in the first generation of random mating and a heterozygote advantage
would produce heterozygote excesses broadly (Allendorf
and Luikart 2007). Locus-specific effects on fitness at the
reintroduction sites (Nolte et al. 2009), in addition to previously mentioned dynamics, could obscure a broad pattern
of heterozygote deficits.
Reintroductions and patterns of ancestry
Even minor differences in the relative fitness of introgressant lineages can lead to noticeably different admixture
rates (Epifanio and Philipp 2000). Beaver ancestry was
over-represented at eight of nine populations, often by a
substantial margin (Table 2), whereas both Cold Spring
and Garvin ancestry was under-represented with a few
exceptions. Possible explanations that could operate alone
or simultaneously to explain the differential success of the
Beaver strain include an adaptive advantage in the Beaver
strain, or inbreeding depression in the Garvin and Cold
Spring strains. Simultaneous inbreeding and outbreeding
depression has been demonstrated in animal populations
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(Marshall and Spalton 2000) and may be especially common in fish species that exhibit philopatry or low vagility
(Neff 2004). The first possibility is that an adaptation to
local conditions in Beaver Creek is advantageous at a
majority of the reintroduction sites, thereby conferring a
selective advantage upon sculpins with Beaver ancestry. In
this case, a significantly higher proportion of pure strain
Beaver fish would be expected across all or most reintroduction sites. The other two strains may reduce the fitness
of the Beaver strain through introgression by disrupting
beneficial gene complexes or local adaptations. This
explanation is consistent with our analysis because pure
strain Beaver sculpins were persistent in high proportions
at nearly all of the reintroduction sites even though nearly
complete admixture with the other two strains after a
few generations would have been expected (Epifanio and
Philipp 2000).
An alternative to adaptive differences among strains is
that there are disadvantages in the Cold Spring and Garvin
strains as a result of inbreeding depression. This scenario
predicts that pure strain Cold Spring and Garvin individuals would perform poorly across all sites and that heterosis could occur in F1 hybrids and advanced generation
mixtures. There were relatively few pure strain Cold Spring
and Garvin individuals that persisted, but overall ancestry
was similar or only slightly lower than expected given the
number of these fish that were originally stocked. Mixedancestry descendents could have benefited from increased
heterozygosity that alleviated inbreeding depression.
However, pure Garvin and Cold Spring individuals
occurred in relatively high numbers at one or more reintroduction sites and are abundant at the source streams
(Huff 2010), which indicates a lack of widespread, severe
inbreeding depression in these strains.
Classification errors in determining crosstypes were
unlikely to alter our major observations and conclusions.
The strong differentiation among source populations provided high power to distinguish crosstypes. Simulations
indicated some potential bias toward reduced estimates of
advanced B 9 G 9 C crosstypes when reducing datasets
to two source ancestries and toward reduced estimates of
advanced B 9 G and B 9 C and conversely increased
estimates of B, G, C and F1 when assigning crosstypes.
Contrary to the potential biases, estimates of G, C and F1
crosstypes were all less than expected.
Cluster analysis
Summary of genetic divergence among populations using
FST values or genetic distance measures (Pasko and Maslak
2003; Mock et al. 2004; Latch and Rhodes 2005) should be
used cautiously when attempting to determine the origin of
potentially mixed-source reintroductions. The mean value
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represented by FST can be misleading because a presumed
population may remain a conglomeration of distinct syntopic
populations for many generations. Our dendrogram (Fig. 4)
indicated that the reintroduced populations are most similar
to, or retained the ‘‘genetic signature,’’ of the Beaver source
population. In reality, the genetic composition of the reintroduced sites is a mixture of various pure strain and interpopulation hybrids unlike that found at Beaver. Mixtures of
distinct strains are of concern when relying on population
assignment techniques to describe the composition of populations. Assigning individuals to a single source population
based on the highest proportion of ancestry alone oversimplifies the situation and ignores the possibility of hybridization (e.g. Latch and Rhodes 2005) and hybrids can have
very different fitness than their parental strains (Edmands
and Timmerman 2003). By determining the ancestry of
individuals with an admixture model, we avoided these
issues and were able to represent the complexity of the
ancestral composition in the reintroduction populations.
Reintroductions: one versus multiple sources
Generally, one of the primary concerns in reintroduction is
to preserve genetic diversity (Meffe 1995; Minckley 1995).
But the decision whether or not to mix source populations
depends on the existing scale and degree of isolation
among the candidate source populations. Moritz (1999) has
suggested that the threshold for preservation of a distinct
population is signified by reciprocal monophyly as determined by mtDNA haplotypes, in addition to divergence of
allele frequencies at nuclear loci. Others argue that evidence of ecological divergence is sufficient to warrant
actions to preserve an intact genetically distinct population
(Crandall et al. 2000). These issues continue to be actively
debated (Zink 2007). Moreover, genetic divergence should
be assessed both spatially and temporally to assure that
high divergence does not result from rapid genetic drift in
small, isolated populations. If this is the case, then mixing
sources may be appropriate. If potentially adaptive trait
differences are observed, and pilot studies in which reintroduced populations may be monitored are feasible, then
phenotypic plasticity may be parsed out from genetically
based local adaptation via common garden or reciprocal
transplant experiments that measure differences in phenotypic traits (e.g., growth, body size, fecundity and survivorship; Rader et al. 2005).
Slimy sculpins require very cold water and occur at the
warmer southern limits of their range in the Driftless
Region. Given the precarious long-term persistence of cold
water habitat globally (Meisner 1990b; Magnuson and
Destasio 1997), the choice to preserve individual populations in the Driftless Region may be considered by some
managers as subordinate to the necessity to maximize
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genetic diversity within the region. Mixing populations is
more likely to provide adaptive potential for reintroductions, increase genetic diversity, and alleviate inbreeding
depression. This would be especially appropriate if the scale
of genetic and ecological uniqueness of slimy sculpins
exists within the Driftless Region as a whole rather than
among isolated populations within it. Using a single source
or mixing sources depends not only on the characteristics of
the populations but also on the condition of the reintroduction environment (Lesica and Allendorf 1999; Jones
2003). Intraspecific variation may be utilized to enhance the
success of reintroductions in which complete habitat restoration is beyond the reach of natural resource managers.
Hybrid mixtures among populations could be suitable for
relatively disturbed sites that are unlikely to have a compatible ‘‘pre-adapted’’ source population, or if there is evidence of maladaptation (Crespi 2000), no local adaptation,
or high phenotypic plasticity (Mittelbach et al. 1999).
On the other hand, if populations within the region represent long-isolated lineages, then these populations should
not be mixed unless it is apparent that genetic rescue
(Tallmon et al. 2004) is necessary. A critical challenge in
the management of fragmented wild populations is calculating the risk of outbreeding depression (Frankham 2010).
Evidence of ecological divergence among source populations should be carefully considered because it indicates the
potential for disrupting unique local adaptations that may be
worth preserving (Crandall et al. 2000), and for outbreeding
depression in intrapopulation hybrid individuals. Because
of the variation in habitat and their degree of isolation,
sculpin populations in the Driftless Region may not only
have a unique evolutionary history, but they may also not be
ecologically exchangeable with one another (Crandall et al.
2000; Rader et al. 2005). Mixing these sources may have the
disadvantage of disrupting unique adaptations among populations and lead to decreased fitness. Outbreeding
depression has been shown to occur in a variety of fish
species wherein unrelated populations were crossed
(McClelland and Naish 2007). Unfortunately, the consequences of outbreeding are difficult to predict. For example,
an interesting outcome of outbreeding has recently been
documented for a closely related species, the European
sculpin (Cottus gobio), in the River Rhine drainage in
Germany (Nolte et al. 2005a). In this instance, anthropogenic removal of natural barriers between long separated
lineages generated invasive intraspecific hybrids that were
adapted to conditions unlike those of either parental strain.

Conclusions
Clearly there are tradeoffs associated with using one versus
multiple sources in reintroductions. The time and expense
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involved in determining whether populations are ecologically or genetically divergent often requires that a decision
be made without complete knowledge. Founders should be
selected to reflect the original genetic composition to the
extent it is possible (Moritz 1999; Frankham et al. 2002),
and inbreeding depression is a concern because fitnessrelated traits may be negatively effected, eventually leading to extinction (Keller and Waller 2002). However,
managers should seriously consider the risks of outbreeding before intentionally hybridizing populations (Epifanio
and Philipp 2000; Edmands 2007). Although outbreeding
depression could be a temporary phenomenon that will
disappear if the population can survive the initial reduced
fitness (Frankham et al. 2002), for small populations that
reproduce slowly, even a temporary reduction in fitness
may not be desirable. Furthermore, genetically divergent
reintroduced populations may pose an outbreeding
depression risk to nearby populations via gene flow.
An alternative to mixing sources would be to begin by
evaluating the genetic characteristics of the candidate
source populations. This is now more feasible because
genetic techniques such as microsatellite analysis are
becoming increasingly inexpensive and accessible. Hypothetical genetic diversity estimates could be made for
various combinations of source populations so that the
potential benefit in terms of increased genetic diversity
could be quantified. If a single source is chosen, careful
monitoring of reintroduced populations may identify the
need for genetic rescue, which may simply be carried out
through supplementation from different sources later on.
In this study, given the absence of information regarding
deep phylogenetic separation among populations, the great
degree of genetic differentiation, the potential for disrupting beneficial adaptations, and the lack of evidence that
genetic rescue is necessary, the most conservative option
available for future reintroductions of slimy sculpin in the
Driftless Region would be to use a single source. Single
source reintroductions may be carried out on a trial basis
using local strains that maximize the likelihood of genetic
and ecological similarity to inhabitants of the surrounding
area. Monitoring the populations may identify the need to
supplement the reintroduced populations with individuals
from different strains if it is warranted.
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